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In this paper we give some results concerning reflexive operator algebras in 
Banach spaces. First we prove that if .rB is a nest algebra, x, E A’, A E d, and c > 0, 
are given, then there exists an operator F which equals the sum of two operators 
of rank at most one in the nest algebra such that IlAx,- Fx,ll -cc for i= 1,2. 
Furthermore, for every reflexive bimodule ,k/ of a reflexive operator algebra d such 
that lat sl is completely distributive and 4 ZS=#. the cornmutant Cl&, 4) of .d 
module .M equals .K. Particularly, this is true for nest algebras. (1 I591 Academic 
Press. Inc 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
Throughout this paper we denote by X a fixed (real or complex) Banach 
space. The term subspace and operator will be used for closed subspace 
and bounded operator, respectively. The algebra of all operators on X is 
denoted by B(X). The collection of all operators which leave invariant a 
collection 9 of subspaces of X is denoted by alg Y. Dually if ~4 E B(X), 
we denote by lat d the set of all subspaces of X that are invariant under 
each operator in .sl. A subspace J/ of B(X) is called reflexive if ~4 = ref ~4, 
where ref zzd = { TE B(X) : TX E [dx] for all x E X}, [ .] denotes the norm 
closure (see [S]). 
If JV is a totally ordered complete subspace lattice containing 0 and X, 
then ,V is said to be a nest and alg J+~ is called a nest algebra. For x E X 
and f E X+, we denote by f @ x the operator defined by u + f((u)x for all 
u E X. If M and N are subspaces, by M c N we mean proper inclusion. 
The main purpose of this short paper is to give some results about rank 
one operators in nest algebras and the commutants of reflexive operator 
algebras modulo some bimodules in general Banach spaces. 
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2. RANK ONE OPERATORS IN NEST ALGEBRAS ON J 
Let B(X), be the set of all a-weakly continuous functionals on B(X). For 
any subsets .&&B(X) and ,?-eB(X),, define ,d,= {f~B(X),:f(d)= 
(0)} and annih Y = { TE B(X) :f(T)=O for all fe Y}. The following 
Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 are analogous of Theorem 2.1 and 
Theorem 2.2 in [4], where these results are given for complex Hilbert 
spaces. We can prove these resulis by modification of the arguments in [4] 
and we omit the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
hOPOSITION 2.1. Let d G B(X) be a a-weakly closed subspace, then .d 
is reflexive $ and only if .01= annih( (.dl ), ), where (sd, ), denotes the set of 
all rank one .functionals in .Q‘~ (a non-zero linear .functional f‘ is said to have 
rank one tf there exist e* E X* and e E X such that .f( T) = e*( Te) ,for all T 
in B(X)). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let .d G B(X) he a a-weakly closed unital algebra 
which is a-weakly generated by its rank one operators, the ~4 and every 
o-weakly closed left or right module of d are reflexive. A s&pace ,K of 
B(X) is said to he a left (resp. right) module of .ol [f’ .c9. K E I M (resp. 
./Kd c .x ). 
Proof. We may suppose that & is a a-weakly closed right module of .d’ 
and let W be the set of all rank one operators in .cQ. By Proposition 2.1, it 
is sufficient to show annih(.M1), E .M. 
Now let T be in annih(-M-), and 4 E JZ, . We need to prove 4(T) = 0. 
Since 4 is a-weakly continuous, we know that there exist .Y, E X and J, E X* 
such that 4(S) = ET:, fj(S.ri) f or all S in B(X) and I,?= I IIJ;II lix,JI < a. 
By the assumption, there exists a net (T,} E span ~8 such that T, + I in 
u-weak operator topology. Define 4, by the formule 
4,(S) = 4(=,), SE B(X). 
Clearly f$, E .I,, by a simple calculation we further have that 
4, E span(.M1 ), . Thus 4,(T) = 0, i.e., & TT,) = 0 for all c(. Since TT, -+ T in 
the o-weak operator topology, we know that 4(T) = 0 which completes the 
proof. 
It is well known that if X is a complex Hilbert space, then for any 
completely distributive CSL 9, alg Y is a-weakly generated by its rank 
one operators. In particular, if .rB is a nest algebra, then .d is generated by 
its rank one operators in the strong operator topology [ 1, 73. A natural 
question is whether this holds for nest algebras in general Banach spaces. 
The proofs of Erdos’s results in [l] rely on the existence of projections in 
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Hilbert space, and cannot be modified, at least in an obvious way, to cover 
the general Banach spaces. I conjecture that the answer to the above 
question is affirmative; this conjecture is supported by Theorem 2.4 below. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Y be a subspace lattice, then f Qe belongs to alg Y if 
and only if there exists E E 9’ such that e E E and f E E ‘_ where 
E-=V{MEY:MPE) and for any subspace L of X, L’ = {h E X* : 
h(L) = @)I. 
This lemma is taken from 161. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let ,V be a nest on X, and let 9 be the set of all rank one 
operators in alg .M. If x1, x2 E X, A E alg N, and E > 0 are given, then there 
exists an operator F in span W such that rank F< 2 and (1 Axi - FxJ < E for 
i= 1,2. 
Proof: Clearly it is sullicient to prove this for A = I. Let 
Li=r\ (MEJ+~:.~~EM} (i=1,2). Assume that L,sL,. 
(1) If L,cLz, let E=V{KEJV:K-CL,}, clearly L,zE. If 
(L,)- c L, then Ez L,. If (L,)- = L,, then there exist K, in Jlr such that 
(K,)-sK,cL, =sup(K,:t~A}, since E?KK, for every SEA, we have 
that E 2 L, and thus E = L,, therefore there is KE M and z1 E K such that 
K. c L, and 1(x, -z,(l <E. Since x, 5 K, there is gE Ki such that 
g(x,)= 1. Take heLf such that h(x2)= -g(x*), let f, = g+ h, then 
f,~Kh, f,(x,)= 1, f,(x,)=O, and f,Oz,Ealg.M. 
Since L,=V {MEA“:M.. c L,}, we can take ME .N and z2 E M such 
that (IxZ-zZll<& and L,GM- CL*, thus there exists fi E MI such that 
f*(x,)=l andsof,(x,)=O.LetF=f,@z,+J,@z,, thenFEspanWand 
1(x, - Fx,II = ([xi- ZJ <c for i= 1, 2. 
(2) If L,=L,, let KE JV and zi E K such that K. c Li and 
(Jxi - ziJI <c/2. By definition of L,, we have that x, Espanfx,, K } if and 
only if x,Espan{x,, K }. 
(i) If x, Gspan{x,, K } and therefore x1 E span{x,, K _ }, take 
f,eKI and I;(x,)=S, (i,j= 1, 2), then l;@ziEalgN. Let F=f,@z, + 
f2Qz2r then I/x, - Fx,(J = I/x, - zi(l < E (i = 1, 2). 
(ii) If x, Espan{x,, K-} and thus x,Espan{x,, K.. }, clearly 
we may suppose that x2 = tx, + u with )I[< 1 and UE K- . Let L,= 
A {ME.M:uEM}. Take EEN and z,czE such that E-CL, and 
(Iu-z3(1 c&/2. We conclude that x,cspan{x,, E-}. In fact, if xz=rx,+v 
for some v E E.. , then (f-r) x, = u - v, by the definition of L,, we know 
that t # r, thus x, E K. which leads to a contradiction. 
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Take ~EK: and heE: such that f(x,)= 1, h(x,)=O, and h(x,)=l, 
thenf(x,)=tandf@z,, h@z, belong to a1g.t‘. Let F=/@z,+h@~~. 
then 
(lx, - Fx,l[ = (Ix, -2,ll <E. 
JIX? - F-u,11 = llx* - 12, - ZJ = Ilf(X, -Z,)+U-231: 
d 111 1(x, --;,I) + (Iu--JlI cr.. 
From (1) and (2) the proof is completed. 
3. THE COMMUTANI-S OF OPERATOR ALGEBRAS MODULO BIMODULES 
In this section we will give some results about a-weakly closed bimodules 
of reflexive operator algebras in Banach spaces which extend some results 
in [2, 33 even for a Hilbert space. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let .d he a reflexive operator algebra in Banach space X 
and let X be a reflexive bimodule of .rd. Then there exists an order 
homomorphism q5 from lat .d to lat .sd such that 
.~={T~~B(H):TE~~(E)foraallE~lat.d). 
ProoJ Let $(E) = [AE], then it is easy to verify that .I = { TE B(H) : 
TEE&E), EElat .d) ( see the proof of Theorem 2 in [3] ). 
The following corollary follows from Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. fj’ d is a a-weakly closed unital algebra which is 
a-weakly generated by its rank one operators, then ever)! a-weakly closed 
himodule .M of .d has the above form. 
Let .A be a bimodule of algebra .d G B(H); denote by C(.rd, 4) the set 
(TEB(H): TA-ATEM for all AE.~}. In [33, it is proved that if .d is 
a completely distributive CSL algebra and .K is a a-weakly closed 
bimodule of .c9 containing .d, then C(d, .N) =, K. The proof there relies 
on the existence of self-adjoint projections and the commutativity of the 
subspace lattice and cannot be modified. Here we will prove that this result 
holds for the completely distributive subspace lattice algebra in both 
Hilbert space and Banach space. 
LEMMA 3.3 [6, Theorem 2.23. For a s&space lattice Y, the .following 
are equivalent 
( 1 ) Y, is comp1etel.v distributive, 
(2) L=V(KE~P:K- 2 L} (LEY). 
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THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that Y is a completely distributive .&space lat- 
tice, d = alg Y. Then for any reflexive bimodule ./I of d which contains ,d, 
C(d, .M) = ‘A. 
Proof By Theorem 3.1, assume that JI is determined by an order 
homomorphism (b of Y. Clearly C(&, A’?) 3 A?. For the converse, let 
TE C(JX’, A). We need to show that TEc&E) for every EEL!. Now fix 
EEY and eEE; define F=r\ (MEL?: eeM}. 
Since Y is completely distributive, by Lemma 3.3, F= V{K: K_ p F}, 
and therefore there exist K, and e, E K, such that (K,) _ 2 F and 
11~~11 ei,, - ell < l/n, SO yn = x:Z 1 4,” + e (rl-+ aI). 
By the definition of F, e E (K,,). , so there exists J;, E (K,)I such that 
f;,(e) = 1. Let S, = x2, f;,S pin, then S,, E d and thus (TS, - S, T) E A, 
in particular, (TS,, - S, T)e = Tyn -xi?, fi,,( Te) e, E q& which implies 
that T~,E~(E) by the fact that e,E K,c Fc Es#(E). Now we have that 
TeE&E) which completes the proof. 
Remark. Many examples show that the condition that Y is completely 
distributive cannot be omitted. For example, let d = (;I]} and let .A be a 
reflexive algebra of B(X) and A? # E(X), then C(.d, A) = B(X) # .X. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let .d and ,K be as in Theorem 3.4, and W be the 
subalgebra generated by rank one operators in zzf, then 
COROLLARY 3.6. If ~2 is a a-weakly closed unital algebra which is 
a-weakly generated by its rank one operators and .AY is any o-weakly closed 
bimodule containing &, then 
C(d, ‘Ax) = Ji. 
Prooj: From Theorem 3.1, we can imply that Lat d is completely 
distributive, and thus this corollary follows from Proposition 2.2 and 
Theorem 3.4. 
COROLLARY 3.7. If& is a nest algebra and .A is as in Theorem 3.4, then 
C(d, 4) = J-z. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let d be as in Theorem 3.4 and if the first Hochschild 
cohomology space H ‘(.w’, B(X)) = 0, then H I(&, A) = 0 for any reflexive 
bimodule JZ of & containing .sl. 
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